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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Report: WR Marquise 

Brown, Oklahoma 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are typically less physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

Since we can’t get any accurate measurables on Marquise Brown due to a Lisfranc injury he sustained 

late 2018 season, we can’t properly grade him with our computer scouting models.  So we’re going to 

scout him old school and in the next section I’ll share our estimated NFL Combine numbers that 

we’re using for his scouting model grading. One thing to keep in mind, though, I cannot imagine he’ll be 

fully ready for high-level action in 2019, so some NFL team is basically drafting Brown for 2020+. 

The best thing that could’ve ever happened to Brown is NOT participating at the NFL Combine or at a 

Pro Day, because now all anyone has to go off of is their personal scouting, which is filled with flaws and 

emotions…even my own…and a huge mistake is likely to happen. 

In this case, I can guess that analysts are going to fill in the blanks WAY over the top of reality. He has 

the nickname ‘Hollywood’…that’s an emotional pull right there. Playing for Oklahoma gave him the 

opportunity to work with two of the best college quarterbacks in the history of the sport the past two 

seasons…so he’s had a HUGE advantage over all the other WR prospects in this draft. He’s the cousin 

of Antonio Brown, so there’s that recognizable ‘feature’. 

If he were ‘Mark Brown’ from Purdue, same abilities, but not related to anyone recognizable…then no 

one gives a $#&% about him, really. He’d be a 3rd-5th+ rounder as ‘Mark Brown’. He’s John Brown from 

a few years ago…at best. 

However, in reality, he’s getting hyped to the moon and analysts are filling in the blanks with 

comparisons to Tyreek Hill and DeSean Jackson, and wondering if he would have broken the Combine 

record for 40-time. AND if you DON’T think this way…you’re an idiot. If I say that I think he’s a nice 4.40 

runner at a troubling 160+ pounds, and thus who gives a $#&% because there are 10 or more WR 

prospects who will run that time…all carrying more weight/frame – then I’m the loon…I’m the climate 

change/Marquise ‘denier’. 
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I don’t know…maybe he does run a 4.3+ 40-time. Even so, who cares? John Ross runs faster than that. 

Why should I get excited about a 4.3+ runner who is 166 pounds soaking wet with so-so hands/WR 

skills and coming off a devastating-to-players (typically) Lisfranc injury? 

I watched Brown’s tape in 2017 and 2018, and I walked away thinking…Baker Mayfield is the single 

greatest quarterback in terms of instinct/execution I’ve ever seen in my career, and Kyler Murray is 

pretty damn special too. Oh…and Marquise Brown was there as well. Catching some passes working 

with gods and sometimes making big/long plays. 

Because of their ultra-talented QBs, the Oklahoma offense is so exquisite and efficient that everyone 

there looks awesome. Brown didn’t look better or worse than anyone else. He looked faster than most 

and had so-so hands…not making great catches on mistargeted passes – passes needed to be fed to him 

just so…and he had two of the best ever feeding him. 

Brown is an NFL talent, for sure. Probably a 4.37-4.40 +/- runner. Has great feet…has a nice shuffle step 

off the line of scrimmage to beat a DB off the line. He’s going to make some plays and get open, mostly 

on deep balls. He can get open underneath but his catching ability shrinks going into traffic (not unusual) 

and his frame is so slight, he seems like an injury waiting to happen. 

People compare him to DeSean Jackson, but DJax was a great receiver deep PLUS was an ace kick and 

punt returner. Marquise Brown didn’t return anything on college…and that’s a concern for me. 

And, DeSean Jackson has been paid millions for a decade of NFL work, and he’s had like two good 

seasons. Does anyone think DeSean Jackson has been a gamechanger in the NFL? Part of DJax’s charm 

was his return game and running the ball on jet sweeps before it was as fashionable. Brown carried the 

ball three times in two seasons at Oklahoma…each time for 0 yards! HOLLYWOOD, BABY!!! Imagine 

if DeSean Jackson never ran the ball or played in the return game – is that something worth getting 

excited about in this day and age? 

Some compare him to Tyreek Hill. They aren’t even on the same planet for speed or physical build or 

abilities. 

Even if Brown was close to DJax and/or Tyreek…he is dealing with a sometimes/often-debilitating 

Lisfranc injury. What is a lesser DeSean Jackson coming off a major foot injury worth in today’s market? 

If you say ‘1st-round’, you’re out of your mind. If 4.31 running Parris Campbell, a 4.31 runner at 200+ 

pounds…40 pounds more than Brown, is ranked below Brown on anyone’s draft board – you are out of 

your mind, suckered by the ‘Hollywood’ effect. The cool, hype factor is pushing Brown way further than 

he should be. 

Hey, John Ross (fastest man at the Combine ever?) was a top 10 pick, and after his rookie year he was so 

poor at playing WR he was being asked to consider a move to cornerback. John Ross, to me, is 

a similar/better prospect than Brown – and Ross isn’t coming off a monster foot injury. All this is not to 

say that Brown won’t be useful or have moments in the NFL, but he’s getting hyped a little too much 

right now. 
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Brown is a seemingly good young man. A non-scholarship player who went JUCO (because he was 130+ 

pounds out of high school), and then got a shot from Oklahoma and landed in the most perfect place at 

the most perfect time that a WR could and he had a nice career…but nothing off the charts, especially 

given the special advantages he had at quarterback. 

 

  

Marquise Brown, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

Brown had a solid career of output. Had better games against weaker defenses and was held down in 

some games, but overall he was fine. He drew a lot of pass interference calls and he also drew a lot of on 

the money throws that he wouldn’t have seen if he had gone to LSU… and he would have had half the 

output numbers. It’s why you don’t care about Mecole Hardman (4.33 40-time at the NFL Combine at 

187 pounds but think Marquise Brown is something special). I’d take Hardman over Brown in general, 

and definitely take Hardman considering the Lisfranc for Brown. 

A lot of Brown’s scouting comes down to – how much you think his tape showed his special-ness and 

how much just showed his goodness mixed with playing with two Heisman QBs? 

 

 

2019 Measurables Estimate by FFM: 

5’9.3”/166, 9.0” hands, 30.5” arms (at the Combine) 

4.37 40-time, 1.50 10-yard, 4.15 shuttle, 6.85 three-cone 

15 bench press, 37” vertical, 10/10” broad jump 

  

 

The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Marquise Brown Most Compares Within Our 

System: 

 

A lot of names I expected to see – smaller fast guys who were pretty good WRs in college, but most 

didn’t transition to the pros well. DeSean Jackson was in the top 10 comps but didn’t make the cut as 

close as we’d like to see.  
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WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

5.826 2019 Brown Marquise Oklahoma 5 9.3 166 3.17 12.39 6.50 

2.336 2005 Parrish Roscoe Miami, Fla 5 9.6 170 2.14 14.67 6.40 

5.713 2018 Batson Cameron Texas Tech 5 8.2 175 5.70 9.99 5.05 

3.052 2015 Wynn Shane Indiana 5 6.0 167 3.88 9.55 5.68 

4.636 2017 McKenzie Isaiah Georgia 5 7.4 173 4.00 12.78 6.32 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ 

is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-

WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, and rated historically in 

our database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/to create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance. Everything 

combining to project catch-abilities for the next level. 

 

 

2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I keep hearing 1st-round chatter, but I’d be shocked if he was…but, then again, nothing should shock me 

in the NFL Draft. Even if he was a DeSean Jackson clone, he’s not worth a 1st-round pick…and then 

especially when he’s coming off a major foot injury. I bet he falls 2nd-round (and the analysts will coo 

about the value).  
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If I were an NFL GM, ummm…no, thanks. You’ve gotta be kidding me with this guy for a top 50-60 price 

tag.  

 

NFL Outlook:    

First, we have to see how he even recovers from his Lisfranc. But it’s possible 2019 is dead. 2020 is his 

‘rookie’ year, and he’s three years into the NFL before we find out what he’s like at 100%. It’s bad 

business…unnecessary business to draft Brown highly, but he will be…and shoved opportunity, 

and…probably like John Ross…forgotten quickly. Best case, he’s John Brown…a few good moments that 

no one ultimately cares about all that much.  

Brown is fast…but not special.  
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